This addendum ("Addendum") adds and amends the Order Form only as it applies to the BoardLink Analyst Reports Product and only as documented herein.

### Additional Provisions

The following terms are hereby incorporated by reference to the Thomson Reuters Order Form for BoardLink Products and Services. Any modification to the terms and conditions of this Analyst Reports Addendum must be in writing and signed by both parties. Capitalized terms used herein shall retain the meaning as defined in the Thomson Reuters Terms and Conditions (“Terms of Business”) referenced in the applicable Order Form, or as otherwise defined in the Agreement.

1. Analyst Reports. TR hereby grants Client access to the Analyst Reports feature (“Analyst Reports”) of the Product for internal use, governed by the terms of the Agreement, subject to the following additional terms:

2. Term. Client permitted access to the Analyst Reports shall commence on the date corresponding Order Form is executed (“Analyst Reports Effective Date”) with an End Date which shall be coterminous with the BoardLink Product.

3. Usage. Client shall appoint a single Named User (“SNU”) to access the Analyst Reports. The SNU may distribute the Analyst Reports only to Users for internal use purposes and not for business development. Users shall not redistribute any portion of the Analyst Reports.

4. Fees. The Fees for the Analyst Reports are set forth in the attached Order Form. TR reserves the right to renegotiate Fees of the Analyst Reports if the annual retail usage of this aftermarket research service exceeds US$30,000 per Named User. Usage is measured commencing on the date the services are supplied, and annually thereafter.

This Addendum shall be deemed to form part of the Order Form listing the BoardLink Product. To the extent that there is any conflict or inconsistency between the provisions set forth in the Terms of Business and those contained in this Addendum, the provisions contained in this Addendum shall be controlling. All provisions of the Terms of Business not altered by this Addendum are ratified and will remain in full force and effect.